
MASTER DATA
MOBILE PACKING

INVENTORY
PICKING

Immediately start with mobile 
warehouse solutions
 
The new generation of business apps allows for  
optimal and efficient inventory management

With our easy-to-use mobile apps and full barcode integration 
you are always in control of the process.
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Supported functionality

Price variants Number of employees Monthly payment Price per user/month

Warehouse apps „S“ up to 10 199,00 € 79,00 €

Warehouse apps „M“ up to 30 599,00 € 39,00 €

Warehouse apps „L“ up to 100 1.499,00 € 19,00 €

Goods receipt is entered with mobile end devices  
and barcodes, as well as with label printing and the  
creation of pallet labels. Orders can be transferred  
from an enterprise resource planning system via an 
interface to automatically register them.
 
Warehousing according to customizable optimization
strategies for different warehouse storage systems  
such as block storage, shelving or high-bay racking.  
The goods are entered as “on place” exact to the  
second via a mobile end device or a smartphone...

Material requisition and stock removal are derived 
from the production order via a standard interface. The 
warehouse manager consequently sets up the picking
orders and starts the material movement to the place  
in need.

The stock management continuously takes into account 
serial numbers, batches and expiration dates. Blocked 
stock can be defined individually in the master data. This
is how paperless inventory processes are turned into a 
child’s play, too.

Additional add-ons available...

Fast putting into operation 

Easy warehouse management 
from inbound to shipping

Mobile apps and barcode for 
optimal processes
 
Mobile apps for use on the shop-
floor or web apps at the work-
station

SAP/ERP integration 

Connector add-ons available for 
SAP R/3, ERP,  HANA and other 
ERP-Systems

Contact

Logata Digital Solutions GmbH
Phone.: +49 231 878008 - 39
Email: vertrieb@logata.com

https://www.logata.com
https://www.logistics-mall.com

Order the warehouse management apps from our 
Business App Store: 
https://www.logistics-mall.com/en/warehouse-management
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